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A spoof recipe book that pays homage to the smash worldwide bestselling novels and

record-breaking HBO series Game of Thrones.Dinner is coming . . . and it&#39;s sure to be

unforgettable and delicious with this witty, must-have baking guide featuring pun-tastic jokes and

clever, creative recipes inspired by key moments from all five seasons of Game of

Thrones.Complete with such unforgettable delights as Red (Velvet) Wedding Cake, Joffrey&#39;s

Jaffas, Jaime and Cersei&#39;s Family Mess, Bran Muffins (Hodor!) and Oberyn&#39;s Smashing

Head Surprise, and lavishly illustrated with color photos and step-by-step instructions throughout,

Game of Scones is the ultimate cookbook and gift for Game of Thrones fans and every adventurous

baker. As every GOT aficionado knows, all men must dine; Game of Scones adds flavor and fun to

watching this groundbreaking show.
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â€œAuthor Jammy Lannister, a pseudonym, is to be complimented for his left-handed approach to

baking and for his 21 recipes, which are amusing yet appear to be no joke.â€• (Washington

Post)â€œThese Game of Thrones-Inspired Pastries Are Terrifying and Delicious at the Same

Timeâ€• (Time.com)â€œIf youâ€™re in the mood for some alarming-looking desserts for your

upcoming binge-watching sessions, weâ€™ve got the cookbook for you: Game of Sconesâ€• (Food

& Wine)

Ser Jammy Lanister is a Knight of Westeros, a long-standing member of the Kingâ€™s guard, and



one of the finest bakers in the Seven Kingdoms. Having lost his right hand in a tragic accident

involving spun sugar, he went on to become the greatest left-handed whisker in this side of the

Narrow Sea. He currently lives in Kingâ€™s Landing with this sister. (They are just really good

friends...)

Good read right in there with the show and it's comic relief, and while I'm no follower of thrones the

person I got this as a gift for is a die hard fan of thrones and is absolutely delighted by this book and

has been having a great time reading through it. As for the recipes, time and she will tell me how

good they are, and I will update this review then. Until then, I'm giving this five stars for it's good lay

out and art work and on my gift recipient's approval recommend it for fans of the show.

This is such a wonderful book! I bought it for a cooking enthusiast and the biggest Game of Thrones

fan I know. This parody cookbook is sure to keep anyone laughing with the clever titles and hilarious

pictures of the food. The steps are very easy to follow and pictures of the final product and steps are

included. This made such a great birthday present that I wanted to buy one for myself too!My only

complaint is that it was not packaged well. The pages ended up being warped and did not lay flat.

This book is brilliant! I am a huge fan of the show to begin with and I love smart parodies as well.

The size was a bit smaller than I would have liked but the type is still easily readable. The recipes

look incredible and I can't wait to try a few with my friends! As an independent filmmaker I plan to

record some of these trials so more people will go check this book out! It would make a great gift for

that chef in the family! Well done! Now I want more! Dinner Is Coming!

Alright, I admit this book doesn't have a recipe for a dragon dessert, but it has so many delightful,

creative ideas that Game of Thrones fans will love it! From the very simple Jaqen's Chocolate Coins

to the elaborate, but impressive, Red (Velvet) Wedding Cake, you will find treats and bakes that are

cleverly written about and true to the overall theme. Beautiful pictures and thorough directions make

this enjoyable to read, both for the humor, and cookery.

Most of the recipes in this book boil down to "bake x and then put game of thrones frosting on it".

There are at least 3 different gingerbread man recipes that are almost completely identical. I was

very disappointed.



Quirky and yet delicious recipes. Some are basic with creative flair while others are more advanced

which makes this book great for all types of bakers. And did I mention that it is a hilarious take on

Game of Thrones? It had me in stitches!

Funny! May have to make these and host a viewing party!

Well received by my daughter. Has brought many chuckles ...
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